
 

 

KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA, AHMEDABAD REGION 

Class: XI Session: 2020-21 

INFORMATICS PRACTICES NEW (065) 

SAMPLE PAPER FOR SEE 

Maximum Marks: 70 Time Allowed: 3 hours 

General Instructions: 

1. This question paper contains two parts A and B. Each part is compulsory. 

2. Both Part A and Part B have choices. 

3. Part-A has 2 sections: 

a. Section – I is short answer questions, to be answered in one word or one line. 

b. Section – II has two case studies questions. Each case study has 4 case-based sub-parts. An 

examinee is to attempt any 4 out of the 5 subparts. 

4. Part - B is Descriptive Paper. 

5. Part- B has three sections 

a. Section-I is short answer questions of 2 marks each in which two question have internal 

options. 

b. Section-II is long answer questions of 3 marks each in which two questions have internal 

options. 

c. Section-III is very long answer questions of 5 marks each in which one question has internal 

option. 

6. All programming questions are to be answered using Python Language only. 

Question 

No 

Part A 

Section -I 

Marks 

Allocated 

 Select the most appropriate option out of the options given for each 

question. Attempt any 15 questions from question no 1 to 21. 

 

1.  What is the full form of RAM ? 1 

2.  Which input device is used to provide data to a computer? 

a)   Speaker     b) Microphone    c) Webcam      d) All of these 

1 

3.  1 Nibble = ? bytes 1 

4.  What is wrong with the following statement?      

N=input(“Enter a number”)      

Sqr=N*N 

1 

5.  Which of the following are valid operator in Python: 

(i) */   (ii) is   (iii) **   (iv) like 

1 

6.  Find the valid identifier from the following 

a)   False     b) Ist&2nd    c) 2ndName      d) My_Name 

1 

7.  Find the output - 

>>>A = [17, 24, 15, 30] 

>>>A.insert( 2, 33) 

1 



 

 

>>>print ( A [-4]) 

8.  Identify the valid declaration of L: 

L = (‘Mon’, ‘23’, ‘hello’, ’60.5’) 

    a.  dictionary      b. string     c. tuple     d. list 

1 

9.  Write a statement in python to declare dictionary “Student”, its keys are 

‘rollno’,’name’,’mark’ and values are 1,’Arvind’,98.  

1 

10.  Which of the following is/ are DML command(s)? 

a)   SELECT   b) INSERT    c) DROP    d) All of these 

1 

11.  Anil wants to check whether the table SCHOOL is created properly with 

respect to the table’s structure. Which command helps him for this from 

the following:  

(i) show tables;     (ii) select * from SCHOOL;      (iii) desc SCHOOL;  

(iv) show databases; 

1 

12.  Which table constraint prevents the entry of duplicate rows?  

a) Default        b)Distinct               c)Not Null        d) Primary Key 

1 

13.  In SQL, for pattern matching we use____________ clause/operator. 1 

14.  What is full form of IOT? 1 

15.  Cloud-based storage makes use of local computer storage for saving 

files and information. State whether the statement is True or False.  

1 

16.  Which one of these is not an area of AI? 

a)   Computer Vision/Image recognition    b) Robotics     

c) Voice Recognition       d) Web Design 

1 

17.  What will be the output of the following code?  

text= ”wonderful world”  

print(text[-5:]) 

1 

18.  Consider following SQL statement. What type of statement is this?      

SELECT * FROM employee;     

a) DML         b) DDL        c) DCL        d) Integrity constraint 

1 

19.  What is wrong with the following statement?    

 SELECT * FROM Employee where grade=NULL;  

Write the corrected form of above SQL statement. 

1 

20.  A Program which acts as an interface between user and hardware is 

called _________________. 

1 

21.  To sort the rows of the table, the__________ clause is specified. 1 

 Section-II 

 Both the case study-based questions are compulsory. Attempt any 

4 sub parts from each question. Each question carries 1 mark. 

 



 

 

22.  A FURNITURE showroom “Luxury Furniture” is planning to maintain their 

inventory using SQL to store the data. A database administer has 

decided that:  

Name of the database -LuxuryF    

Name of the table –FURNITURE    

The column of FURNITURE table are as follows:  

 No - integer   

 Item_Name – character of size 15   

 Item_Code - integer   

 Qty – integer         

No Item_Name Item_Code Qty 

2001 Double Bed 23 45 

2002 Office Table 22 87 

1003 Sofa 24 100 

1005 Chair 21 50 

1006 Baby Cot 22 100 

2004 Single Bed 24 150 

2009 Corner Table 22 40 
 

 

 (a) Identify the attribute best suitable to be declared as a primary key.  1 

 (b) If Administrator adds two more attributes in the table FURNITURE 

then what will be the degree and cardinality of the table FURNITURE.  

1 

 (c) Write query to display all details of items in ascending order of their 

Quantity.  

1 

 (d)Now administrator wants to display the structure of the table 

FURNITURE, i.e. name of the attributes and their respective data types 

that he has used in the table. Write the query to display the same. 

1 

 (e)Write SQL query to display details of all items whose item name starts 

with S. 

1 

23.  A Class XI result sheet “RESULT” is created to store name of the stream 

and their Pass Percentage in a Dictionary as shown: 

Stream Pass 

Science 99 

Commerce 95 

Humanities 97 

Perform the following operations on the above set of data: 

 

 a) Write a python code to create the Dictionary with above data. 1 

 b) Write a code to display the contents of dictionary. 1 



 

 

 c) Write a code to add one more element as Overall :  96 in the 

given RESULT Dictionary 

1 

 d) Give the output in descending order of their pass percentage. 1 

 e) Give the total number of items in the Dictionary. 1 

 Part – B 

Section – I 

 

24.  What do you understand by Degree and Cardinality of a table? Give an 

example. 

Or 

Explain DML and DDL? 

2 

25.  Smriti Mehra is using a table Student. It has the following columns:        

Admno, Name, Class, Stream She wants to enter one row in this table. 

She wrote the following statement:        

INSERT INTO Student (2354, ROHAN,12,”COM”)  

But she gets an error on executing above query. Find out the errors and 

rewrite the correct query. 

2 

26.  Find error(s) in the following codes and rewrite the corrected codes and 

underline each correction.  

x = 5  

i  == 1  

while (i < = x) :       

     i =+ 2       

     print(Output is,”i”) 

2 

27.  Write a Python program to check whether entered string is palindrome or 

not. 

2 

28.  Write SQL query to create a table “Job” with the following structure: 

Table: Job 

Field name  Datatype  Size Constraint 

J_Code Integer 3 Primary key 

J_Description Varchar 25 Not null 

J_Chg_Hr Integer 3  

J_Lastupdate Date   
 

2 

29.  What is the difference between an Interpreter and Compiler? 2 

30.  What is Utility Software? Write it’s significance in computer performance.\ 2 

31.  Predict the output of the following:  

x,y=5,10  

x,y,x=x+1,y+3,x+10  

2 



 

 

print(x,y) 

Or 

What will be the output of the following?  

m,n=40,20  

while m>n:  

     m = m % 7  

     n = n//2  

print(m,n) 

32.  Re-write the following code using while loop: 

for x in range(10):  

    if x % 2 == 0:  

        continue  

    print(x) 

2 

33.  Explain Block Chain Technology. 2 

 Section-II  

34.  Explain Classification of computer software. 3 

35.  Write a program to enter the value of two numbers then perform all 

arithmetic functions. 

3 

36.  Write a program to accept a string from user and count the number of  

alphabets, digits and special characters in the string 

OR 

Write a python program to search an element input by user in a list given 

below:  L1=[12,56,74,7,10] 

3 

37.  

 

Write commands in SQL for (i) to (iv):  

i. To display all details of table having price more than 100.  

ii. To display all those medicines whose price is in the range 100 to 

150 and pharmacy located in “Gurgaon” 

iii. To display the Drug ID, DrugName and Pharmacy Name of all the 

records in descending order of their price. 

OR 

3 



 

 

On the basis of the Table PharmaDB ,write the output(s) produced by 

executing the following queries:  

i. SELECT RxID, DrugName, Price from PharmaDB where 

PharmacyName IN (“Rx Parmacy”, “Raj Medicos”) and price <=100;  

ii. SELECT PharmacyName, DrugID FROM PharmaDB where RxID not 

in(‘R1002’,’R1003’,’R1004’); 

iii. SELECT * from PharmaDB where DrugName like ”%n_” ; 

 Section-III  

38 Write a program to input values for Principle and Time and calculate 

compound interest. If time is less than 1 year, the rate of interest will be 

5% per annum otherwise it will be 5.5% per annum. 

Or 

Write a program in python to calculate Bill amount as per given criteria.  

Bill Amount                 Discount  

>=10000                       10%  

<10000 and >=5000       5%  

<5000 and >=2000         2%  

<2000                             NIL 

 Additional 2% discount if pay using card. 

5 

39 Write the SQL command (Any 5) for the following on the basis of given 

table student. 

a) Display all the details of students who have grade ‘A’ in either Game 

1 or Game 2 or both. 

b) Display the names of students having the GRADE1 as ‘A’ in Game1. 

c) Display the names of students who have same game for both 

Game1 and Game2. 

d) Display the games taken by the students whose name starts with ‘A’ 

e) Display all the students whose name is ending with t. 

f) Display all those students whose class is 7. 

No Class Name Game1 Grade1 Game2 Grade2 

10 7 Samer Cricket B Swimming A 

11 8 Sujit Tennis A Skating C 

12 7 Kamal Swimming B Football B 

13 7 Venna Tennis C Tennis A 

14 9 Archi Basketball A Cricket A 

15 10 Arpit Cricket A Athletics C 

5 



 

 

40 Create table student with appropriate data types. (2 Marks) 

 

Based on above table student answer the following queries (Any 3)    

i.  Display names and Roll_No of students whose name starts with “S”.  

ii.  Display records of students having Fee are less than 30.  

iii.  Insert a record with details (Roll_no =105, Name=”Raj”, Class=”XI-C”) 

iv.  Display records whose Fee is from 2500 to 4000. 

5 

 

 


